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Technological evolution brings us the ReadyCharge™ cable
Its compatibility gets the job done

Charging cords tend to be long, inconvenient
to store, and are often a hassle because they
get tangled with other cables. Not to mention
they tend to be misplaced or forgotten due to
each device’s different charging requirements.
Here at All-In-One® we have innovated beyond the
issue of cumbersome cables by developing our
ReadyCharge™ cable. This portable charging
cable is attached to a key ring, making it easy
to transport and ready at a moment’s notice.
The cable attaches to and detaches from the key
ring with a magnetic closure. This feature allows
the ReadyCharge™ to attach to any set of keys or
desired accessory. Moreover, the cable is
manufactured to endure the heavy use that your
key chains and other accessories undergo daily.

All-In-One® is sensitive to the array of inputs
required in charging your many devices. With
this in mind, we created our specially designed
2-in-1 (Lightning & Micro-USB) ReadyCharge™,
which allows you to charge an Android device,
and afterwards flip the connector to charge
an iPhone device—using the same cable! Our
other ReadyCharge™options include USB to USB-C,
USB to Micro-USB, and USB to Lightning cables.
The ReadyCharge™ Portable Charging Cable
and Key Ring comes in various colors such
as white, black, blue, and lime green. Both the
outside and the inside of the cable input can be
imprinted to showcase your customer’s brand. The
cable comes packaged in a clear clamshell with
a standard or optional customizable insert card.
Additionally, the ReadyCharge™ is also compatible
with All-In-One’s® power banks and most vape
batteries, as well as being CA Prop 65 Compliant.

With ReadyCharge™, you can forget about those
drawers full of tangled old cables and stop
worrying about being without a charge! Visit our
website to get a quote and your free virtual today!
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Click Here for more info!
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